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Instituiré of Development Studies Working Paper No. 117 
THE RQIJE Or GRQWTH CENTRES IN RURAL DEVTLOR"IENT 

II. Conclusions -and Recommendations 

D. R. F. Tavlor and 3. M. Ximani 

ABST^CT 

This paper "ives the major conclusions and reccranendaticns of 
the study described ir: I.D.S. WorVing Paper No. 116. The basic 
conclusión is that a growth centre strategy should become rauch morí: 
central in Kenva's rural development strategy and that it opens up 
an exciting new possibility for rural development. These centres 
can fcrm a vital lirik between rural and urban sectors but they must 
be chosen with care. Suggestions are made on criteria for choosing 
such centres and a case is irada for incorporating and building on 
traditional spatial systems rather than following an artificial 
network imposed in colonial times. 



The research project set out to answer two basic questions, 
1) What is the role of growth centres in rural development? 
2) Kow can this role be mace more effective? 

The impedíate ccntext in which these questions were asked was 
Muranga District, Kenya but the conclusions have a much wider 
applicability. 

The basic argument of this paper is that a growth centre 
strategy should become much more central in Kenya's rural develop-
ment strategy and that it opens up exciting new possibilities 
for the innplementation of change in rural areas. If appropriate 
centres are identified thev can form a vital link between rural 
and urban sectores, but they must be chosen with care. It is 
argued that what in essence is a spatial strategy of rural develop-
ment should be developed which incorporates and builds on tradi-
tional spatial. patterns in the rural areas. 

Rural developraent is nct defined in the Kenya Plan but it is 
generally accepted to be a holistic concept which recognizes the 
couplexitv and interrelatedness of the many variables which 
influence the quality of life in rural areas. A definition accepted 
by the Working Committee on the Human Environment in Kenya reveáis 
this; "... a series of quantitative and qualitative chances occuring 
among a given rural population and whose converging effeets 
indicate in time a rise in the standard of living and favcurable 
changes in the way cf life." Rural development and agricultural 
development are not syncnomous although the agricultural produc-
tion base is", of course, a vital component of anv rural development 
prcgranuje. 

"Growth centre" is much inore difficult terrr te define. In 
the Kenya context it is an integral part of the concept of Physical 
Development Planning as outlined in the Development Plan. Physical 
Development Planning is a relativelv new term and is one which has 
a variety of definitions. Some authors use it to replace what to 
them is the outmoded tenr. "town planning". Others see it as a much 

1. Omince, S.H., Lígale, A.N., Cahusac, A.B., Urbanization and 
Environment in Kenya, Nairobi, 1971, p. 2. 
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broader concept and in Kenva in essence it entails "a synthesis 
of development resourccs and of the planring proposals of all 
the various ndnistries and agencies concerned with physical develop-
ment.' ̂  Planning revolves round the concept of growth centres of 
which there are four rain tyoes: Urban centres, Rural centres, 
Market centres and Local centres in descendlng crder of importance 
and size. 

Urban centres 'are. reditr. sized towns in the Xenya context 
which have been designed to serve as the rain corrercial centres 
for an entire district. Generallv, thev will also contain the 
district administrative headquarters. The Development Plan 
estimates that they are likelv to have a population in excess of 
10,000 bv the year 2000 and that scsns, such as Malindi, will 
probably have a population of over 50,000. There are 36 designatod 
urban centre," in Kenva.; there is one, 7''urania Town, in Muranga 
District. 

Rural centres have been desi.cnated for develooment to prevfde 
at least 4-0,00n people in rural areas with adrónistrative, social 
and conrrercial services. It is expected that wj.th the progressive 
economic development of the rural áreas thev will grcw into email 
tcwns of between 2000 and 5000 within twenty cr thirty years. The se 
rural centres are particularlv important in that they are geared 
to inrproving bcth the quality and quantity of services and amenities 
in the rural áreas. It is planned to concéntrate adninistration and 
other services in these centres and to service them with public 
water supply, electricitv and all weather roads. These rural centres 
are also. felt to be the mcst suitsd for the developaent of rural 
cottage industries. There are 14-0 such designatec] centres in Kenva 
there are 8 .in '"uranga District. 

Market centres have been desimated for development of a lower 
level of services for- a rural-population of at least 15,000. The 
Developrent Plan suggests that the anticipated population of these 
centres will be less than 1000. It is intended over a period c.f 
time to concéntrate health centres, Chief's cairos and secondarv 
schools ir- these centres. They will have plots designated for 

1. Republic of Kenya, Developrent Plan 19 70-74-, Nairobi, 1969, p. 32, 



commercial uses as well as a traditional produce market and it 
is planned to supply them with a public water suppiy and both 
banking and postal services. There are 231 such centres planned 
in Kenyai there are 7 in Muranga District. 

Local centres have been designed to serve a rural population 
of at least 5000. Their resident population is planned as no more 
than 200 and although they will have no administrative function 
it is planned that the local centres will act as important tradin, 
and social centres especially in the sparselv populated areas of 
the country. There are 600 such centres planned in. Kenya5 there 
are 20 such centres in Muranga District. 

Urban Centres 
Rural Centres 

Market Centres 

Local Centres 

Desi.cnated Growth Centres in Muranpa 
Muranga 
.Maragua 
Kandsra 
Kangema (Gakira) 
Kigumc 
Kiriaini 
Kirwera 
Saba Saba 
Githumu 
Kamahuha 
Kanyenyaini 
Mugumoini 
Ndunyu Chege 
Ichagaki 
Kariti 
Kiunyu 
Kinyona 
Karuri 
Njtumbi 
Muthithx 
Githimsuri 

Mariira 
Gatura 
Kangare 
Kiria 
Gitugi 
Kirere 
Kahuti 

Kaharati 
Gathera 
Gacharage 
Geitwa 
Kaweru (Gatur í) 
Kabati 

In Kenya the. increase in population in the major cities, 
especially Nairobi, over the last decade has been dramatic, and 
the concept of growth centres in the rural areas, in part, 
represents an attempt to slow down the mcvement from countryside 
to town. The Development Plan states, "... the concentration of 
all economic, social and political life in the two main cities 
carries dangers of an eccnomic and cultural gulf being created 
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between them and. the rest of the- economy."' In the rural areas 
government services will be ccncentrated in the. designated gorvth 
centres. The rationale behind this is that, 'In a very real sense rural 
development vn.ll imply rising urbanization, not in the mejor cities.,. 
but through growth of eoirmercial activitv in a large nurnber of 
small trading centres. The plan desimates rural growth centres 
as fccii of trade, social services and ccmmunications which serve 
surrounding farm areas and which can significantlv alter the pattem 
of migration and provide more even development ef the nation as h 
whole." All new infrastructual investment will be ccncentrated 
in these centres and "proposals involving development of servio,-:; 
facilities within non-designated centres will therefore be discouraged.: 

The term ''growth centro ' is not clearly defined in the Plan but 
in functional terms in Kenya it appears to have two purposes; 
firstly to provide adequate services for the rural área round it,. ;snd 
secondly te stiirulate the eccnoiric and social development of that 
area. 
The Growth Centre Concept and -ural Development 

One of the major problems of utilizing the growth centre is 
that the general theory of growth centres is very poorly developec• 
In addition, the. theoretical writings on this topic and the at>pli~ 
catión of theory/ have all been urban basad with a stonn industrial 
component. A review of the literature reveáis that a wide ran̂ : 
of terminolocv exists eg. gir*vth point, growing point, growing cantr. 
growth pola, etc. and that these labels are used to describe a 
series or cuate dirferent concepts. Perroux for examole, whc as 
peñeraliv credited with initiating the whole notion of "growth trio" 
used this concept to apply to abstract economic spa.ee. Other 

1. Fepublic of Kenya. Op. c.it,, o. 85. 
2. Loe. cit., p. 87. 
3. Loe. cit., p, 87. 
H. Perroux, Fr, "Note sur la notion de'pole de croissance'Economic 

appliquee, janvier - juin 1955. pp. 307-20. 



authors have applied the concept to ' "geographical space and havo 
added to it the geographical concept of central place and central 
place theory. Others have used the concept to describe "eographical, 
social, econceric and political aspects of developing urban systams. 
IncMed as Darwent notes, unless this concept is defined more 
rigidly, it may prove of little use for analytical, explanatory or 
planning purposes. Inherent is the concept is the idea of 
concentrated development and Hansen has provided a useful working 
definition of a growth centre; nBy a 'growth centre' or centras is 
meant a complex consisting of one or more communities or places 
which taken together, provide or are likelv to prcvide, a range ef 
cultural, social, emplovment, trade and service functions for itself 

2 3 
and its aŝ ociated rural hinterland. Hermansen has proposed that 
if the concept is te be useful for planning purposes then a synthetic 
approach to existing theory must be adopted. Tvhat is attempted 
here is to take Hermansen' s ideas even further and to develop a 
theory and application of the growth centre concept in rural areas. 
The Role of the Sraall Place — v.. . 

Growth centres can be considered at various scales; there are 
national growth centres, án example of which in the Kenva context v oü 
be Nairobi: there are regional centes such as Kisumu ar.d further down 
the scale the.se are local centres. For the purposes of rural devel-
opment it is arpued that the local scale is of critieal importance 
and that efforts should be concentrated first at this level. The 
dichotomy between urban development and rural development is a false 
one and instead of looking at urban problema or rural problems emohasi 
should be placed on the interface between the rural and urban sector?;. 

1. Darwent, D.F., '''Growth Foles .and Growth Centres in Regional 
Planning: .A Revievf Environment and Planning, 1, 1969, pp.- 5-32. 

2. Hansen, N.M., Growth Centres in Regional Economic Development, 
New York, 1972 , 'p. 

3. Hermansen, T. "Development Poles and Development Centres in Natim 
and Regional Development - Ilements of a Theoretical Framework'' ";.n 
A Review of the Concects and Theories of Growth Poles and Growxh 
Centres, U.N.R.I.S.D./70/C.6, Geneva, 1970. 
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In Kenya the sv¿all urban place is the interface between rural and 
urban sectors but it has received relativelv little attention, 
yet such places could play a vital role in development. 

A. basic problem is how to define ;'a small urban place1'' in 
the Kenyan context and as there is no easy thecretical answer to 
this question a functional definition has been used. The térro 
will be used throughout this paper to refer to a place which offers 
services in at least four of the following five main functional 
áreas; administration and protection; social services, Communications 
and transportation, corrroerce and industry and power. In térros of 
actual population such centres vary between 800 and 5000 but the 
size of the hinterland servéd is prcbably more critieal than the 
actual size of the town itself and it is suggested that 30,000 
to 80,000 is appropriate. This figure will allow a centre of a 
scale which .is economically viable. 

The definition used here has been formed with Kenyan conditions 
in mina. The actual size of the hinterland served has been given 
as a ranga, as population densities varv. In Muranga, with a 
population of approximatelv 450,000, this would mean the choice of 
10 - 15 small urban places. It is suggested that these be drawn 
mainly from the range of places currently identified as Rural centres 
and Market centes in the plan. Thus, instead of a four fold 
hierarehy of centres, what is suggested is that there be a threefold 
división; Urban growth centre, rural growth centre (or small urban 
place) and local service centro. The focal point would be the rural 
growth centrethe local service centres would provide only service?. 
Thus a distinction is drawn between a service centre and a growth 
centre. 

2 
Van Dusseldorp has identiíaed three functxons that such piacas 

could perform in rural developmentj service, economic and residential. 
The list of functicns could be considerably expended. 

1. The optimum size of a rural planning unit is an intsresting cuestión. 
The average rural cormune in China for example is 50,000. In India 
the smallest unit is around 80,000. In Kenya the Plan suggests 
That rural centres serve around 40,000. 

2. Van Dusseldorp, D.B.W.M., Planning of Service Centres in Rural 
Areas of Developing C-̂ untrles, Publication 15, International 
Instituto for Land Reclamation and Improvement, Wangenijren, 
Netherlands, 1971. 
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The use of such places would pro vi de an opportunity of linkinr; 
the developing urban system. with the developing rural system. 
These small places are at the bottom end of the urban hierarchy:, at 
the sane time they are actively involved with the rural system. Any 
strategy using such small places would therefore affect both 
svstems to various degrees and is less likelv to add to the urban 
rural gap than strategies dealing exclusively with either system. 

Ir the quality of rural life is to be- improved then people ir 
the rural areas must be provided with basic services such as 
health facilites, sanitation, water, power, education and a 
var.iety of cthers. It is obviously advantageous to aaopt a 
package approach and concéntrate such services in one place. The 
amount of capital available to provide such services is limited 
and concentration ensures the most efficient use of capital 
resources. Ominde (et. al.) suggests that concentration in 
selected centres ensures that ;... input of capital resources inte 
the rural areas is used with the máximum possible efficiencv and to 
the greatest possible benefit of the regional econcmy and the 
convenience of the local neople.1 The concentration of services 
in one place also facilitates inperaction between them. Consequently, 
if all govemment services are concentrated in one centre a 
farmer visiting that centre is more likely to use more than one 
service. 

In the previsión of such services the scale factor is 
significant. Van Pusseldorppo'ints out that, ;Tt is becoming more 
and mere obvious that services catering for rural ponulations 
can onlv operate at their optimum. when they provide for a certain 
mínimum number of persons. This mínimum number of persons 
(threshold) has a tendeney to increase. Enlargement of scale re-
sults in the diappearance of many small service centres, or a 

2 
decline in their function." In a dvnamic situation sudh as Kenva 
with population growing at an estimated 3.3 per cent per annúm the 
problem of scale is a difficult one. The small ua?ban centre is 

—
 1 i r^r. h—r 

1. Qtrdnde, S.H., Ligale, A.N., Cahusac, A.B., Op. cit. 
2. Van Pusseldorp, D.B.W.M., Op. cit., p. 12. 
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probábly the smallest unj.t that can support an adequate package 
of basic services and which will not be in danger of declining 
or disappearing* over the next twenty vears. The use of such a 
scale of centres also increases the degree of sccessibility bv 
ensuring that the effective distance most peopla have to travel 
to reach such a centre is less than if a larger centre were used. 
Another consideration of scale is that Kenvans are concerned that 
the distributive element be part ef any develooment. The previsión 
of services in too large a centre would lessen the chances of 
benefits reaching the máximum number of people. 

The residentaal function of small urban places in not at 
present very significant in Kenya where most people in the rural 
areas live on their own land. Hcwever it is liahle to become more 
inrportant in the future. "Stated simply, there will just not be 
sufficient land for all or even most, of the grandsons of toaay's 
faruiers to become farmers themselves. Some of therc may be able to 
obtain land in resettlement schemes but preliminary studies of 
soil pctential throughout Kenya reveal that the amount of land 
with surplus population absorotion capacity is less than might be 
imagined, due to the lew rainfall, unsuitable soil conditions and 
other factors, and a large pronortion of Kenya's future generations i 
will need to find non-agricultural employment." In many of Kenya!o 
rural areas population densities are already high and if eurrent 
population trends continué the rural population will double 
within rhe next thirty years. Even if the mejor cities continué 
te absorh a disoreportionate oercentage of this inorease there 
will still be -population pressure in the rural areas and the 
number of landless people will inorease. The small urban place 
will have to provide residential accommodation for many of these 
people. 

Selecting centres and devising a strategy in Kenya so that the. 
small urban centre may provide residential and service function. 
is relatively straightforward. The role of such centres in the 
introduction and diffusion of innovar ion and the stimulation of 

1. Ominde, S.H., Lígale, A.M., Cahusac, A.B., Op. cit,, o. 1*2. 
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socio-economic growth is much more problematic, yet these are key 
elements in a. growth centre strategy. 

Innovation is generallv held to be a key factor in development; 
"-¡ince the diffusión of innovations is a key process of development 
much attention has to be devoted to the formulation of propasation 

1 2 
strategies."-" Berry describes the effect of a given innovation 
as a declining function of time which is also subject to a 
thresheld limitaticn, a minimum size of región bevond which 
diffusion will not proceed. Ccnsequently the lowest levels of 
welfare are in areas peripheral to small urban centres in the 
outlying hinterland regions. 

There is ampié evidence to support the hypcthesis that 
innovation and modemization move from the major urban centres along 
the transportation routes to smaller urban centres and lastlv 3 
out mto the rural areas and Berry has also arguea that a well 
develcped urban hierarchy is essential to this process. This u 
proeess also suffers from time and distance decav efrects. Logan 
huwever feas drswn â &rrfeLen ta the fact that a distineticn should 
be made between the acquisition of the material possessions of 
economic development and the generation of increased productivitv. 
In Kenya a major aim is the incorporation of rural inhabitants in 
the development process. If innovation filters down through a 
hierarchy with both time and distance decay effects then it would 
seem logical to reduce these effects by iñrtroducing innovations at the 
lowest level of urban centre rather than allovang it to filter 
down. This of course applies to induced innovation especially in 
the field of rural development and would suggest that the use 
of the small urban place as an injection point for innovation is 

1. Hermansan, T., Op. cit. p. 81. 
2. Berry, B.J.L., "Hierarchial Diffusion; the Basis of Development 

Filtering and Spread in a System of Growth Centres" Man, Space 
and Environment. English, P.W., Mayfield, R.C. (eds) LonScn, 1972. 
P.' 3W. ' 

3. Berry, B.J.L., Loe cit. 
4. Logan, M.T. , "The Spa.tial System and Planning Strategies in 

Developing Countries1' The. Geographical Review, 62,2, 1972, 
pp.229-244. 
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appropriate. It is also generally agreed that the urban hierarchv 
poorly developed in Kenva anyway and consequently innovation in-
jection utiliz ing this hierarchy is nct particular ly effective. 

The small place -would be an injection point for whatever 
rural development strategy was ccnsidered appropriate. The use of 
such a method leaves the choice of the lo,/pe of injection open. 
In the Kenya context the strategy worked out as a result of the 
Special Rural Development Program could be implemented through 
these centres. 

The economic function of such small centres involves trade, 
marketing, coirmerce and small scale local industry. These 
functions are already significant and are growing. In Central 
Province it was after the increases in wealth which followed 
agricultural development in the late 1950's and the early 
1960's that such small centres began to emerge and grow. These 
essentially small scale cnterprises grew spontaneously .and with 
very little encouragement initially. Official encouragement and 
helo to the informal sector is a relativelv recent phencmenon and-

2 
as the I.L.O. Report points out, greater efforts could be macir 
in this area, Given encouragement, capital and planning for 
small scale enterprise, the small urban place could become an 
imoortant economic focal point. A recent study gives an outline 3 
of some of the possibilities in this area. 

The advantages of concentrating services in such centres has 
already been discussed.. There are additional advantages in thar ¡4 
organizational changes can be made. Nellis ' has argued that the 
major problem of rural development in Kenya is the lack of 

1. Taylor, D.R.F., "New Central Places in East Africa" African 
Urban Motes, 3, 4, 1968, pp. 15-29. 

2. International Labcur Office, Employment Increases and Equality 
a strategy for increasing productive employment in Kenya, 1972 

3. Child, Frank C., Kampe, Mary E. (eds.) Small Scale Enterprise, 
Occasicnal Paper No. 6, Institute for Develooment Studies, 
University of Nairobi, 1973. 
Nellis, J.R.., "The Administration of Rural Developm.ent in Keny 
Plan Formulation and Implementation in the Special Rural 
Development Programme,'' Issues .in African Development, Canadiíu 
Association of African Studies, Ottawa, pp. 168-182..-? 
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effective coordinaticn both at the centre and in the field at the 
local level. In Kenya sectoral planning has led te a multiplicity 
of government agencies with fairly strongly developed vertical 
linkages but very pocrly developed horizontal linkages. Logan 
argües that, "The effectiveness of organizational structures is 
probablv the most critical variable in the whole development 
process.'1"'" He further comments that, "Organization irrplies the 
transmittal of developmental impulses and of incentives to which 
farmers can. respond by increasing their productivitv; it is the 
major element in promoting the structuraJ. transfermation that 
is the aim of planning policies in developing countries." 

Poorly developed horizontal linkages have weakened the 
effectiveness of transformation in the rural areas as the efforts 
of various agencies have su£gered from laek ©f coordínation. Plan® 
already exist for the establishment of District Development 
Centres in some of the small urban centres and this structure 
could coordínate all rural development in the area. With all 
agencies channeling and coordinating their plans the eumulative 
effect of these plans will be much improved. This will also allow 
consideration to be given te the overall impact of different 
planning elements. Too often in the past innovations have been 
made in the rural areas which are in themselves advantageous when 
viewed in isolation, but which have counterproduetive effects on 
other elements of rural life. The small urban place would be an 
effective coordinating point. 

If planning is centred in these small urban places then the 
chances of local involvement and participation are likely to be 
increased. Development must come from the grass roots and have 
popular local support if it is to be effective. Kenya has a 
highly eentralized planning system and has yet to create institu-
tions whioh will'encourage local participation on the scale whieh 

1. Logan, T.M. , Op. cit., p. 229. 
2. Logan, I.M., Op. cit- P. 231. 



exists in Tanzania at the village level. The lowest level 
planning body in Kenya at present is the District Development 
Committee and Districts are fairly large units. Despite sübstantial 
"self-help1, activity in some areas, local involvement in planning 
is not as effective as it could be. A planning strategy based en 
the small urban places is likely to inorease the possiblity of 
tore effective local involvement. 

So far the assumption has been made that such centres will 
give rise to beneficia! spread effects in their hinterlands. 
This assumption can only be testad once the strategy has been appliee 
At a larger urban scale Hirschman has argued strongly 
for spread and trickle d̂ wn effects. He emphasizes that the 
trickling down effect is strongly influenced bv the existence of 
cemplementarities between the centre and its hinterland. Myrdal 
on the other hand has argued that the back wash effects can outweigh 
the spread effects. Spread effects are, he argües, ca.used by the 
movement of labcur, capital and goods but backwash effects are 
caused by exactly the same elemente. 

There is considerable evidence to show that the structural 
relationship between the urban systems and the rural sector in 
manv developing countries ore very weakly developed. Logan 
Postulates that this is due to the fact that the spatial systems 
were those bu5.lt ud by the colonial govemments which were not 
always condusive to the development of the ceuntry as they 
tended to be geared to "extraction" from the rural areas. Lacoste 
goes even further, "Most towns in the underdeveloped countries ore 
what Mr. Juillard calis 7insular' towns. Some authors have 
conpared them to veritable eysts. These towns have scarcely ano7 
beneficial effect on the countrvside around them....1' 

These arguments must also be considered at the local scale. 
The kev lies in the selection the growth centres. They must be plac 

1. Hirschman, Albert 0., The Strategy of Economic Development 
New Haven, 1958. 

2. Myrdal, Gunnar, Economic Theory and Underdevelop . t->t "'ore 
Londoní 1957. 

3. Logan, M.I. , Op. cit. 
4. Lacoste, Yves, "The Problema, of Urban Networks in the Î naer-

developed Countries," Bulletin Trimestriel, 70171, 
Secretariat des Missions d'Urbonisme et d'habitat, Paris, 
October, 1972, p. 6. 
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which have the "complementarities" wi.th their hinterlands to which 
Hirschman refers. In this ca.se, however, these corplementarities 
will be agrdciiltural rather than industrial, at least in the 
initial growth stages. The centres diesen should also be geared t> 
the generativo growth function rather than to the extractiva and 
lew enforcement functions so typical of colonial times. 
The Selection of Grovrth Centres 

If centres are to be chosed primarily as growth centres 
rather than service centres, and are to serve the functions 
outlined above, what methodelogy should be used to select them, 
.given the fact that hundreds of small vi.lla.ges aires dv exist?, 

The selection of growth centres in Kenya, which is currently 
undergoinf revisión, leans very heavilv on the well known concept 
of central place theory. Basing their ideas on the assumption that 
man tries te organize his actiUities over geographical snace in 

1 / 
an efficient maraier, Christaller and Losch" were able to 
deductively derive a structure of spatial organization that 
purports to exDlaia the pattern of clusters of human activiti.es 
as characterized by relativa locational p->s.itions, sizes, funct.ir.ns 
and spatial distribution of urban places. They were able to 
theoretically establish a hierarchial system of places in which. 
a number of levéiscerresponding to the number of goeds - serví ees 
spatially arranged in a hexagonal lattiee of serviced areas > 
could be identified depending on the threshold size and range of 
a good or service. Bunge has referred to centra], place theory -as, 3 U 
"... geography's fmest intellectual product," but as Hermansen 
has pointed out, one of the basic weateesses of the theory is -th.it 
if does n-ot explain growth ohenomena. It is a static theory 

1. Christaller, W., Central Places in Southern Germany, Englewooc 
Cliffs.', 1365 CTranslated from original Germán versión, Je va„ 133?). 

2. Losch, A., The Economics of Loeation, New Haven, 1954. (first 
Germán editien, 1940). 

3. Bunge, VJ. Theoretical Qeography, . Gleerup, Lund, 1966̂ -p. 133. 
4. Hermansen, T., Op. cit. 
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that airas at esíplaining the existence of certain patterns of centros s 
but tells us nothing about hcw the pattem carne into being ñor 
how the pattem ray undergo future changos. Hermansen also 
stresses that one must remember that *'... the spatial structuro 
of a región dees not come into being at once, but is a result of 
a process of time, in which certain things cerne first and depend-
ing upon their configuration, determine the other things.'1"'" It 
would se&m that the seleeted network of service centres in 
Kenya, (ranging frcm local village to Nairobi itself) which 
is pattemed dominantly, but not exclusively, on central place 
theorv, may be adecúate for providing the most efficient spatial 
pattem of services but is less adecúate for stLm.ulating economic 
and social development in the rural areas in a dynamic sense. 

To achieve a more effective pattem central place theorv must 
be supplemented by the theorv of locali-zed develorment poles 
and the theory of spatial innovation of diffusicn to give a 
synthesis of snatial theorv- which can be effectively inrnlement .-¿i 
in a practica! sense. The role of the growth centre as out-
lined earlier in this paper is an attempt at such a synthesis. 

The f-'rst practical st̂ .p is to understand the existing 
spatial system so that the elemente in it ccndusive to the 
growth centre idea can be utilized. This is especially impcrtart in 
Kenya where the existing spatial oattems have been influencec 
by a variety of factors not all of which have been advantageous 
to the socio-economic development or the rural .areas. 

The first central places in Kenya were prebably the peri-cic 
markets. These had no nermanent buildings but certainlv offored 

? oantralitv functions as Taylor" has temonstrated. There was oreen 
a well develooed marketing system with a hierarchv of markets 

3 
existing. When the colonial governuent took charge another 
system of central places was created for administrativa purpoooo. 
These were the District, Divisional and Locational headquartere 
1. Hermansen, T. , "Development Poles and Relatad Theories: A 

Synoptic Revicw" in Hansen, N.M. growth Centres in Regional. 
Economic Development, New York, 1972', p." 179. " 

2. Taylor, D.R.F., Op. cit. 
3. Taylor, D.R.F., "The Infernal Trade of Fort Hall District Kenya'' 

Canadian Journal of African Studies, Vol. 1, No. 2, 1967, 
op. 111-122. ' • 
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which were created from the standpoint of administrativa 
convenience or even the personal preference of the earlieet 
administrators. Ir sorna instanees existing nueleation ooints 
such as the periodic markets were deliverately avoided. These 
colonial centres tended to add service furctions as -overnmenf 
bodi.es grew in cornr.>lexity. A. few shops often emerged to serve 
the needs of the civil servante rather than those of the people 
of the area. The earlier spatial system. of the traditional 
markets continued to exist and in soma instanees grew rather 
than declined. It is perhaps nct surprising that colonial 
government marketing systams for local agricultural produce 
based in their administrative centres were not very suocessfül 
because they were often in direct competition with a well devel-
oped system. The nássion starions of the various religious 
groups were established almost at the same time, and again these 
often avoided not only the traditional nueleations but also the 
colonial centres. In some areas Trading Centres were gazetted 
outside of administrative centres. These were dominated by 
Asian traders and tended to be ''extractivo" in character. Again 
traditional nueleations were avoided. 

What in effect emerged in many of Kenya rs rural areas was 
not one spatial system but several systems, each serving a 
different function. There was l.ittle integration between thqm 
even in cases where-all would occupy almost the same site as 
sometimes occurred. In such instanees the town or villaje 
would invariably have two or three parts: an administrative bema, 
a trace centre or market place and a mission station and each 
would be physically as well as functionallv separata from the 
other. There is heve ver a new spatial system beginning to 
emerse in some areas in Kenva. 

In Central Provine© during the 1960's, increasing agricultural 
progress and wealth brought with it a demand for goods and services 
which did nct exist before. The result was the fairly raoid 
growth of what had been small villages into mueh larger centres. 
The first manifestation of this was an inorease in the number of 
dukas or general stores. This was accomoanied by a move towaras 
specializaticn with general stores giving way to buteher shops. 
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bakeries, tailoring shops, etc. These emerged at sites which 
were convenient to the people and perhaps not surprisingly they 
coincided with the site of the traditional market,- with the shops 
growing up around the market perimeter. 

In choosing growth centre locations this pattern of develop-
ment should be utilized. In the methodelogy currently used in 
Kenya all of the services developed in a centre are tree.ted as if they 
were functionelly ioter/\î d without due consideration of the 
tima element which is pmSEfoy vital to the understanding of 
the centre being assessed. 

A place which dees not show elements of the new spatial 
pattern, as evidenced by the markets and dukas, is unlikely to 
succeed as a growth centre. Utilization of these Índices of 
established linkages with the hinterland will ensure the selection 
of centres with the existing "complementarities" so imoortant 
t<-> ensuring spread and trickle down effects. If the administra-
tiva and law enforcement element is over-emphasized in the 
selection of centres there is a great danger that the centres chosen 
will perpetúate the. exploitive element which Mvrdal and others 
fear. In Kenya this may mean that additional capital investment 
should not be made in sane of the administrative centres. In 
same cases adiránistrative services might well be relocated. 
Our study of Muranga shows that in this area. major relocation 
will not be required. The maj.cr practical problem is, of course, 
the level of capital investment already made. fortúnately, 
outside of the major centres, the capital irvested is not 
large and some of the buildings could indubitably be used for 
other purposes. The costs invrlved in choosing the wronc centre 
would be infinitely greater than these involved in abandoning * 
some existing buildings. 

1. Taylor, D.R.F., Op. cit. 
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The vise of local markets and shops is also a suitable indicator 
of economic growth potential. In the rural areas the commercial 
function is a gcod indicator of economic performance. The resulte 
of our research in Muranga show that in any ene day out of total 
district population of approximately 450,000, 26,117 people use the 
traditional markets -and 95,112 people use the shops. The shops ana 
businesses employ 6275 people. They are therefore very significant 
to a sizeahle. proportion of the people of the District. In 
financial terms the dailv turnover in the markets amcunted to 
306,124/- and in the shops to 292,889/-. This latter figure. 
especially is an underestimate .and is probably considerably 
higher. At an absolute minimum this sector therefore accounts for 
600,000/- a day. This would tend to supoort the I.L.0. view 
of the informal sector; "... the bulk of employemnt in the 
informal secotr, far from being marginally productive, is 
economically efficient and profit-making, though small in 
scale and limited by simple technclogies, little capital and 
lack of links with the other ("formal") seotor. Within the 
latter part of the informal sector a.re employed a variety of 
carpenters, masons, tailors and. other tradesmen, as well as coeks 
and taxi drivers, offering virtually the full range of basic skills 
needed te- provide goods and services for a large though often oo~r -i 
section of the population. 

The relative impcrtance of the informal sector can be mea.sured 
from the total number of shops and businesses in a centre 
together with the time periods in which they were established. 
Also significant is the degree of specializaticn. increased 
variety of goods, business turnover, size of stock and general 
business atmnsphere. 

In the current research considerable time, money and effort i 
was soent on ostimatine the relative importance of this sector 
centre by centre in Muranga. Detailed studies on this scale in 
other areas would be useful but difficult to replieate in termo 
of time, personnel and money. A ''cuick and dirtv" method for 
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planning purposes would be the identification of the major 
markets of an area which could be done quickly with the aid of 
local people tcgether with an analysis of the trade and business 
licences issued by the various Countv Councils. These would 
give a good indication of the relative growth of different 
centres. 

The I.L 0. "...perceive the informal sector as a sector of 
thriving economic activity and a source of Kenya's future 
wealth. : It would seem lógica! therefore to make the identi-
fication of this sector an important element in the selection 
of growth centres. 

Virtually everv major source is a.greed on the great import-
ance of the diffusion of innovation in rural development. 
Diffusion theorists emphasize that information flows are always 
indispensable prerequisites for flows of capital, labour and 
comrrodities. What methods can be used to pick out centres which 
are the most effective for innovation diffusion? First the 
elements of the theory cf the spatial diffusion of innovation must 
be examined. Writings on this tooic are varied and quite extensive 

2 o with ma.jor contributions being made by Hagerstaand, F.ogers,''' 
4 5 

Berry, Brown and a variety of oterhs. Hagerstrand developed an 
essentially social theory of diffusion which Hermansen has summarizec 
well. In brief "... diffusion of innovations comprises twc 
processes: the dissemination of information about the innovation and 
the adoption of the innovation. The first process is largely a 
function of social communication. The s-.econd is a complex process 
of learning, accepting and decisión making. The spread- of 
information takes place through a number of channels that can be 

1. International Labour Office, Loe. cit. 
2. Hagerstrand, T., Innovation Diffusion as a Spatial Process, 

Chicago, 1968. 
3. Fogers, E.M., Modernization Among Peasants; the Imnact of 

Communication , New York, 1958. 
4. Berry, B.J.L., Op. cit. 
5. Brown, L., Diffusion Dynamics: A. review and revisión of the 

quantitative theory of spatial diffusion of innovations, Lund, 
19681 ' 
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clasified into two main groups - mass media and interpersonal -
of which the latter is contended to be the more important. 
The pattern of social (interpersonal) communication can be 
conceived as a network consisting of nodes (sources and 
receivensO and links (channels). The sources and receivers of 
information are social actors with definite locations who 
establish. contact with each other for various reasons.""'" 

Our research in Muranga has revealed that the most important 
point for diffusion of innovation are the traditional markets, 
the bars and the tea shops. This is not surprising and the 
use of such a diffusion network for rural development innovation 
has much to ccmmend it. Firstly, it would fit in with one of the 
basic cencepts of diffusion theory namely that "... induced 
innovaticns should be initially concentrated utilizing the 
existing system. of communication linkages. Instead of working 
against or trying te enforce other patterns of diffusion, efforts 
should be made to identify the prevailing svstam. in order to 

? 

exploit íts facilites for dissemmation and persuasión." 
Secondly, such a network is an interpersonal one between indivi-
duáis of equal status and as Lasuen pcints out; "The farmer wil] 
listem more attentively, and will be more inclined to act upan, 
a new piece of farming information from another farmer than from. q 
most other news sources, media and agents."" 

The traditional markets have the additional advantages that 
they reach those most directly concerned with cultivation - the 
wcmen Of the estimated 26,117 people using the traditional 
markets in any one dav 80 per cent are women. The bars on the 
other hand are aominated by men, and the tea shops are patronized 
by both. The importance of these linkages is illustrated by the 

1. Hermansen, T.. Op. cit. pp. 188-189. 
2. Hermansen, T., "Development Peles and Development Centres in 

National and Regional Development - Elements of a Thecretical 
Framework" in Â Review of the Concents and Theories of Growth 
Centres, U.N.R.I.S.D./70/C.6, Geneva, 1970, pp. 81-82. 

3. Lasuen, J.R., "On Growth Poles" in Hansen, N.M., Op. cit-, p. 3-". 
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response given to the question asked of those using the traditional 
markets as to which other services they used on market day. 
Eighty-nine per cent of the samóle of over 25,000 people used 
other services. Of these 53.3 per cent used the shops, 38.5 
per cent used the bar or tea shop and the next highest percentaje 
was 0.3 per cent who went to seo the ehief. With the exception of 
the "cther,: category all the services ranked either equal to or 
below this. 

The social significance of the traditional markets is high. 
Each person entering a market was asked the primary reason they 
carne to irarket. Out of a total samóle of over 25.000, 21.1 
per cent gave social reasons as the main reason they carne to 
market. This compared with 41 per cent who carne mainly to sell, 
and 38 per cent to buy- Pecóle were also asked the secondary 
reason they carne to market and in this instance social reasons 
were at the head of the list with 45.2 per cent followed by buying 
43.7 per cent and selling 11.5 per cent. 

Not all markets were equally significant as social centres and 
the percentages who carne to market primarily for social reason ranged 
from as lew as under 5 per cent to as high as 76 per cent. 

It is suggested that centres for the injection of innovation 
could be chosen by using th.ree indicators; the social attraction cf 
the traditional market, the number of bars and the number of tea 
shops. In future studies the relative social imoortance of each 
market can be determined simply by asking the primary and secondary 
reason people come to market. Those markets with higher 
percentages of people coming for social reasons will be more 
significant in terms of po'irtts for the diffusión of innovation. 
In Muranga District there are 2008 specialized shops and businesses 
and of these 22.76 per cent are bars and 12.80 oer cent are 
tea shops. Again there are significant variations from these 
averages and the asguraent is again that those pMces with higher 
than average percentages are more significant for innovation 
diffusión. For planning ourposes indicaticn of this could be 
derived from the Countv Council licences if time and. money were: no~ 
available for survey. 
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Another indicator for the selection of a growth centre 
is the people's ierception of the centre-and their participation arrf 
involvement in its af fairs. It has already been suggested that the 
existing planning machinery at the district level does not provide for 
the most meaningful participation and invo-lvement of the local 
people at village level who wuld certainly be directly and 
ijnmediately affecrced by whatever proposal i.s eventual ly implementod.. 
It is argued that the success or failure of whatever ser̂ dce 
apparatus is contemplated will to a large exgent depend Linón 
people's acceptance or rejeetion.In our research we atteirnted ~o 
measure this by asking wananchi how they perceived the futuro 
growth of the centre they identify with. By asking the kind of new 
functions they would like to see established, their membership in 
various forms of local croanizations, one could gauge their 
sense of "belonging te'1 and their- concern for the welfare of 
their own ccrnrnunity which is an important áspect of the development 
process. The research also helped gauge the overall perceotion of the 
people on what services they considered most imnortant to their' wel-
fare. the responso of over 6000 individuáis to what they would 
like to see irproved first in their village was as followsj_ 

Communications, Power and Water 34.5 per cent 
Health 23.4 per cent 
Education 15.6 per cent 
Administration and Law 

There were significant variations from these averages ir 
different parts of the District and by different occuoation .groups. 

One useful measure af local involvement is the level of 
self help activity. The greater the degr-ee of self help activitv 
in a centre the more likely that centre is to grow. Self helo records 

Enforcement 
Industry * n Commerce 
Agricultura and Veterinary 

Services 

11.4 per cent 
8.0 per cent 
7.2 per cent 

1. Van Dusseldorp, B.W.M., Op. cit. 
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are avallable frcm secondary sources en a locational basis and 
could be used as an indicator of comparative local involvement 
when selecting growth centres. Yet another measure is the volume of 
loans taken out. Records are available on loans issued and when 
used comparatively would be a useful indicator of potential 
growth areas. 

The únportance of local involvement has been well put by 
Klaasen, "... local initiatives could be envisaged as being of 
such inport;ance that, whatever the growth poles chas en by th£ 
central goxjernment, room should always be left within the 
framework 'jf the growth pole theory for the incorporation 
of such initiatives in the general policy.""*" 

Several authors have stressed the importance of errtre-
prenetirs in the development precess. They are considerad a 
key element in the growth pole concept by both Perroux and 3 
Hirschman . Fiedraann, who sees development as innovation, 
argües that'; "Inflovations require individuáis or iiistititions 
that will orgahize the necessary rescurces and assune the 
risks of failure;,every innovation requires an innovative agento' 

Our research in Muranga suggests that the traders, business-
j 

men, shopkeepers, lorry owners, bus cwners, and taxi owners are 
the entrepreneurs of rural socierty. Te these one might add the 
progressive farmer but often the individuáis mentioned earlier 
also own and run the better fanns. The concentration of such 
people can be measured by recording the numbers present in each 
centre. Those with the highest concentration are more likely 
to be appropriate growth centres. Again the best wav to obtain this 
informaticn is by survey research but trade licences and vehicle 
registrations, available from secondary sources % could be used -...... i ..i. .... . ... 
1. KLassen, L.Jh "Growth Poles in Econcmic Theory and Policv" in 

A review ¿f the Concepts and Theories of Growth Poles and 
Growth Centres, U.N.R.I.S.D./70/C.6, November 1970, p. 141. 

2. Perroux, F. Op. cit. 
3. Hirschman, A.O., Op. cit. 
4. Friedmann,! J., "A General Theory of Polariíed Development" in 

Hansen, N.M., Op. cit., p. 88. 



for planning purposes if field research was impractical. 
Mobility and interlinkages with other centres are also an 

impertant indicator of growth potential. Those centres which show 
a high degree of mobility in their population are more likely to 
be effective growth centres than those which do not. In practical 
térros this can be meaaured in a number of wavs. The fas test is to de 
a point study and record the number of public transport vehicles 
("iratatus") stopping in each centre. Those centres with the highest 
totals are importarct nodal points. Weisner"1" argües that a rural-
urban network exists in Kenya which is of considerable developrrental 
significance. The greater the number of "iratatus" stopping in a 
centre the greater the significance of this linkage is likely to-
be. Other measures used during our research included sources 
of stock for businesses and linkages with other barter markets. 
The service hinterland areas cf each centre were established. 

The influence of transport is of critical impcrtance to 
rural development and the building of a new tarmacadam road can r 
transforro a rural area. Some authorities have argued that 
traditional spatial svstems sheuld be transforroed bv the intro-
ducticn of new road rstworks more condusive to modernization. 
Our work in Muranga has sugoested that the effect of improved 
transport is greatest when it reinforces other existing spatial 
systems. When a new road is built, as has happened in Muranga 
District, it is theoretically possible for any or all of the 
centres through which it passes to grow. In Muranga, however, 
no new centres have emerged and the improved transportation net has 
sim Iv intensified existing trends. This may well be a result 
of the fact that. the new roads foolow the same ridge tep 
alignment as the oíd. 
Conclusions: ,: •'-• n? 

Kenya's rural development strategy as initially forroulated at 
the Kericho Conference in 1966 and continued by the Special Rural 

1. Weisner, T.M., í:The Rural-Urban Network in Kenya," 
Unpublished paper printed at the Colloquium on Political 
Implications of Local Change in Africa, University of Torcnto, 
1971. 
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Development Programne has virtually ignorad spatial aspects 
of planning. The growth centre concept exists in the Kenya 
Development Plan but has not been seriously considered by most 
rural development planners as is evidenced by the lack of effective 
incorporation of this concept in the S.R.D.P. It is argued that at 
the very least there should be a raerger of ohysical and economic 
planning in the rural areas and a case has been made for making 
the growth centre concept a central part of rural development 
strategy. 

The need to concéntrate on small urban places in the rural 
areas has been stressed and the role of such places in rural 
development outlined. Methods of selecting aopropriate centres 
from the many existing ones have been deseribed and tested. 
The arguments apply basically to the densely populated agricultural 
areas of Kenya where the pilot project was run and further work 
will have to be done to test the application of the concept te 
pastoral areas. 

The I.L.O. Report states that; !i0ur analysis lays great 
stress en the pervasive importance of the link between formal 
and informal activities.The strategy outlined in this paper is 
felt to be a step in the direction of developing a closer- linkage 
between urban and rural Kenya. 

In specific terms it is suggested that the current four 
fold hierarchy of growth centres as outlined in the Development 
Plan be replaced by a three fold división of urban growth centre, 
rural growth centre and local service centre with greatest attentio 
being given to the rural growth eentres. There should be one 
rural growth centre for everv 35,000 to 80,000 peóple depending 
upen population densities. In Muranga this would mean the 
seleotinr of 10 to 15 centres. 

1. International Labour Office, Op. cit., p. 5. 


